
Style Sheet: FHA Newsletter,
2/23/14

SPELLING AND HYPHENATION

email (noun, verb)
fundraiser
healthcare (adj.)
potluck
website

ABBREVIATIONS

No periods with most abbreviations: US; NC; GP; PhD

FHA (do not spell out)

Explain most abbreviations at first mention (but not in 
headlines): The Fearrington Tennis Association (FTA) 
meets…

In general, use the word and, not an ampersand, in 
phrases, titles, etc. 

CAPITALIZATION

federal  government; The Board (FHA Board); The Barn; 
The Gathering Place; The Directory (FHA Directory)
(Usage taken from The FHA Directory.)

PUNCTUATION

Use the serial comma: visual arts, music, and fun

Place period or comma inside closing quotation marks: “…
reappraisal in many quarters.”

Use an em dash for interrupting words/phrases, such as: 
rare day—or year—in my life

ITALICS, QUOTATION MARKS, UNDERSCORING, BOLDFACE

Use italics for book and movie titles

Use italics for emphasis (NOT boldface, all caps, or 
underscoring)  

Use quotes around song titles and lecture titles

Underscore websites and email addresses: 
ltjensen7@gmail.com

No underscore for phone numbers

Boldface for dates, times, event locations only

NUMBERS AND UNITS OF MEASURE

Use figures with units of measure and for numbers over 
10, but spell out a number that starts a sentence:

1-inch thick
…has 20 members
Thirty-one artists will show their works.

Treat related numbers alike: 3 men and 20 women

Use “to” or an en dash in ranges: 8–10 people 
BUT use “to” when “from” precedes  the range: from 20 to 
30 people

$15 (NOT $15.00)

DATES AND TIMES

Spell out the month in all dates: November 15 

Do not include the year in  dates

7:00 pm

 9:00 to 11:30 am, BUT 11:30 am to 3:00 pm 

12:00 noon OR 12:00 pm 

WORD USAGE

…meeting on November 10 (NOT 10th)

FORMATTING

Indent second and subsequent paragraphs in each article 5
spaces; first paragraph of each article flush left
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